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The Second LawThe Second Law The Zeroth Law

If A is in thermal equilibrium with B 

And B is in thermal equilibrium with C 

then A is in thermal equilibrium with C 

…where A, B and C could
be devices like this…

Not The Zeroth Law

If A is in chemical equilibrium with B 

And B is in chemical equilibrium with C 

then A is in chemical equilibrium with C 

The First Law

For any system going through a cycle,
the net amount of work crossing the 
boundaries of the system is equal to 
the net amount of heat crossing the 
boundaries of the system

From this we deduce that there is a property
known as energy, and that energy is conserved.

Alternative statement of First Law:

If we define efficiency as

Efficiency = Energy Out/Energy In

then every machine is 100% efficient

Apparent Consequence of First Law:

Since energy can never be destroyed,

there can never be an energy crisis
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The Second Law

Given a heat engine operating between a
hot source at TH and a cold sink at TC,
the efficiency of the engine cannot exceed:

 = TH -TC
TH

Carnot Efficiency

 = TH -TC
TH

Alternative Statement
of Second Law

High-Quality
Heat

Low-Quality
Heat

Useful Work

Alternative Statement
of Second Law

``Perpetual motion machines of 
the second kind are impossible’’

Heat In (QC)

Work In (QH-QC)

Heat Out (QH)

Heat Pump Energy Balance

Heat Out = Heat In + Work In = Work In * TH/(TH-TC)

Molecules in random
motion

A wind in a box

Entropy is the opposite of order

``Recycling is not an option, because 
materials scattered through a landfill are 
more disordered than materials in a mine, 
and we can’t beat the Second Law, which 
says that entropy must always increase’’

This argument is incorrect because…
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The Third Law

As the temperature approaches absolute 
zero, the entropy of a system in equilibrium
goes to zero.


